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dr. nenad juki is a professor of computer science and engineering at nc state university. he holds a b.s. in computer science from the university of belgrade and an m. and ph.d. from the university of florida. he completed his post-doctoral work at the university of minnesota, st. paul and the cern, geneva. he specializes in database systems and has over 25 years of
research and teaching experience in the areas of data warehousing, business intelligence, and computer systems with an emphasis on parallel and distributed computing. he has served as an associate editor of the ieee transactions on knowledge and data engineering and as an editor of the ieee transactions on knowledge and data engineering, the ieee
transactions on parallel and distributed systems, and the ieee transactions on neural networks. he has also authored over 270 peer-reviewed publications. he has been named loyola faculty member of the year in 2014, nc state university outstanding graduate professor of the year in 2013 and 2014, and the school of computer science and engineering outstanding
professor of the year in 2014. he has been recognized by the north carolina chapter of the national academy of inventors as a fellow in 2012, the ieee as a fellow in 2002, the academy of distinguished scientists in 2012, the american association for the advancement of science in 2006, and the american association for artificial intelligence in 1995. he is also a fellow
of the association for computing machinery and the american association for artificial intelligence. he was selected as the distinguished lecturer of the year by the university of belgrade in 2004, and the fulbright distinguished lecturer of the year in 2008. he has also been a visiting professor at the université libre de bruxelles in belgium. dr. juki is an ieee fellow. dr.
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an introductory, yet comprehensive, database textbook intended for use in undergraduate and graduate information systems database courses. this text also provides practical content to current and aspiring information systems, business data analysis, and decision support industry professionals. dr. majed al-ghandour has taught for wake technical community
college and ncsu for over 22 years. he has a phd in engineering from nc state university.. majed teaches data analytics for mba graduates as a visiting lecturer for ncsu using data warehouse, cloud computing and security, tableau, and sas visual analytics. majed also teaches with the corporate & business solutions of wake technical community college and helped

in professional training giant rtp corporates in java (fidelity), minitab (catalent), sharepoint (wep clinical), and advanced python (dell).his teaches microsoft.net and open source technologies, including html5, css3, responsive design, javascript, ajax, sharepoint, drupal, wordpress, python, r, sas programming, tableau, sas visual analytics, sharepoint, cloud application
development, and mobile app development. majed is a professional engineer and has earned his microsoft mcp, mcsd and mct, novell ccna, and sas certified. majed earned certification of accomplishment in teaching from nc state university and epic online teaching certificate. an introductory, yet comprehensive, database textbook intended for use in

undergraduate and graduate information systems database courses. this text also provides practical content to current and aspiring information systems, business data analysis, and decision support industry professionals. 5ec8ef588b
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